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NEWS:
EVE – A WOODEN LOUNGE CHAIR

Fredericia presents Eve designed by Timo Ripatti - a new lightweight lounge chair that blends elegance, comfort and
durability; making it the perfect choice for a variety of settings - from residential homes and professional workspaces
to luxurious hotels.
Eve is a lightweight wooden lounge chair in an aesthetically intriguing design that combines a wooden ring with a moulded
wooded seat, resulting in a genuinely iconic appearance. The exposed construction reveals an intelligent utilisation of the
materials, providing a durable structure as well as comfortable ergonomics. The elegance of the chair borders both
contemporary and classic design and can easily be combined with a loose cushion or a fur throw to create a softer and warmer
appearance. Eve can also stand alone as a showpiece of industrial excellence.
Award-winning design
Before its launch, Eve won the prestigious Lexus Design Award when the prototype first was presented in 2013. The jury stated
that Ripatti tailors his use of wood in a way that makes simplicity consummate to the design, while the chair is both beautiful and
comfortable to sit in.
Eve is available with upholstery.
Designer’s quote
“The Eve lounge chair combines 50s modernism, contemporary design and traditional craftsmanship with the latest
technological manufacturing methods. These key elements ensure the superb quality and the long-lasting lifecycle of the chair.”
– Timo Ripatti
Eve chair is available from May 2018.
About Fredericia
Since its foundation in 1911, the family-owned company Fredericia has built up a strong tradition of beautiful craftsmanship and
innovative design, developed in close collaboration with a carefully chosen circle of internationally recognised designers.

PRICES & DIMENSIONS
RRP incl. VAT: from EUR 1.196,W/D/H/SH (cm): 66 / 70 / 71 / 41
Weight (kg): 4,8
MATERIALS
Frame: Oak lacquered / oiled / white oiled / black lacquered
Upholstery options: Fabric or leather
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